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A new personalized “in-destination” experience
PasTime offers tourists complete
and hyper-personalized
bundles of “in-destination”
recommendations (e.g. hotels,
dining, activities, events)
based on a comprehensive
overview of local offering and
a deep understanding of users’
behaviours and interests.
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Competitive
Advantages
• Semantic technologies to build
comprehensive knowledge bases
describing cultural and tourism offers
• Huge data lake of user profiles and strong
machine learning skills to create hyperpersonalized bundles

Target
Markets
• Local communities (cities and
tourism offices)

Status/
Traction
• Three markets to test and launch: French
Riviera, Canary Islands and Amsterdam

• Major tourism actors (digital travel
agencies, tour operators, distributors)
• Tourism professionals (activities,
events, transportation)

• Strong partnership and networks with
local authorities

Road Map

Connect

Location

2017

PasTime

• Set-up of smart and attractive tourist
bundles offers
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• Tests and experimentations
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• Distribution of recommendation offers via
mobile app and website
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2018
• Industrialization of bundle offer
recommendations
• Deployment of the solution to other high
touristic potential areas
• Learn how to make recommendations to
groups

Partners:
Amadeus, Data Moove, EURECOM,
Pascal Bourcier
PasTime Activity Leader

Innovalor, Instituto Superiore Maria Boella
and Localidata

e: pbourcier@amadeus.com
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